STDCP INITIATES FEES

The Sexually Transmitted Disease Control Program (STDCP) of the Gay and Lesbian Community Services Center (GLCSC) began charging fees in October, based on client income.

Patients coming to the clinic are asked to disclose their monthly net income and the fees are then adjusted according to a sliding scale.

No person is refused service because of inability to pay and those with no income are counselled to seek aid from the Department of Public Social Services (the county’s welfare office) which handles applications for Medi-Cal, California’s equivalent of the social security medic-aid program.

The clinic is licensed, and authorized to accept Medi-Cal, MasterCharge, Visa, cash and checks as well as some forms of insurance are also accepted.

The money thus collected is returned to the clinic for the purpose of maintaining existing services and expanding and improving services.

Clinic Administrator Thomas M. Nylund said that this effort will help put the clinic on a sounder financial footing. “We have been heavily dependent on our funding from the Los Angeles County Department of Health Services so that when the county recently fell three months behind in paying us we found ourselves $35,000 in the red with our cures exhausted, out of penicillin, and with no money to buy it. We nearly closed down. We never want to be in so precarious a position again.”

“For years we have barely squeaked by. Now we must find money with which to grow.”

Future plans include a special outreach to lesbians for whom a men’s VD clinic is as inappropriate as a women’s birth control clinic. Special health screening and education programs are among those being planned.

The clinic is about to embark on a major renovation project funded by a $50,000 grant from the California Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development. Contracts will be signed in December with work to begin soon afterward. The purpose is to make the clinic accessible to the handicapped and to meet new tougher state licensing regulations.

The clinic, begun in 1972, now sees more than 15,000 patient visits per year for such things as gonorrhea, syphilis, and other STDS. A vaccine for Hepatitis “B” is being tested there as part of a federally funded study in five cities. The mobile unit tests patrons of several bathhouses and bars in Los Angeles county. Appointments can be made for evening sessions Monday thru Friday or for Saturday mornings by calling (213) 464-7276. Monday thru Friday: 8:30 am to 10 am. General information on gay and lesbian health issues and referrals to private physicians can be had by calling (213) 464-7400, ext 267 Monday thru Friday, 9 am to 5 pm.
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HAPPY NEW YEAR
from the Greater Empire of
LONG BEACH
California

Mother Ed (Miss Cowgirl 79-81) & Candidate for Queen Mother of Long Beach
Mother Harry (Miss Cowgirl '79-'80) & Candidate for Queen Mother of Long Beach
Emas and the Staff of the Red Mill
Manuel & Larry
Kes (Teak Car 'Table-Impact)
Alan (the DJ Impact)
Mother Ed (Miss Cowgirl '80-'81) & Candidate
Bobby K. (Manager of the Impact)
1981
J. R. (The Impact -I love you Daddy)
Mother Harry (Miss Cowgirl '79-'80) & Candidate
Dallas Mr. Gay Long Beach Charity.
Mandy & Jerry
John Lopez
John Schultz
King Father I Chuck
Emas '76 Alaska
The Swedish & Staff
Jan Miller manager of the Beach House
Emperors VII Enens (Beach House)
Trinity Candidates for Queen Mother of Long Beach
Kenny Swanson (Beach House)
John & Terry F.
Kinny Swanson.(Beach House)
Camile Gates
H. E. M. Emperors IV Dorothy Big Mouth
Crowe Prince VI
Don McConnell
“Bum” To Emperors IV Mark
Mr Gay Amercian O. C. 79-80
Mr Gay Thom O. C. 80-81
Staff of the Detour
King Father Candidate
Steves Jackson
Ninth Imperial Liberty Court of Long Beach

Larry Lloyd
Tracy Tubbs
Brian Shoos
Robbie Cox
One Hour & Smilely
Beachshore Printing Co.
2335th Place
435-6604
Kenny Prince Royal & Prince Cenest VIII
Daily of Sunababe
Lovellia—First Queen Mother of Southern Calif.
& Townand Queen Mother of Long Beach
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AROUND TOWN

IN MEMORY OF:
Father Ed
John Newman (Jim's Place)
Nellie (Impact)
Queen Mother I Earl
Tony Cammack
Jenn (Jim's) D. Johnson
Bobby Brown
Bobby Grimes
Jordan Brown
Emperors O. I. III Mother Earth of Orange County
Queen Mother Oates of Orange County
William Cuoco

BEGINNING OF THE "GAY PROFESSIONAL" IN 1981

H.L.M. Empress Michelle of Long Beach
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The Voice, January 1, 1981
SPRINGFIELD & WORCESTER

Boston is the gay capital of New England and largest city in Massachusetts. Springfield and Worcester are the next two largest cities in the state. Both are old industrial towns and have populations of approximately 175,000 each. Only sixty miles apart via the Massachusetts Turnpike, which is a beautiful drive particularly during the fall when autumn leaves burst into a multi-colored blaze.

Unfortunately, there are no gay restaurants in Springfield (or Worcester), but Springfield has a number of “Gay Bar” type places. My favorites are Giro’s Colonial Village, three small colleges and cruisy Forest Park. A popular event are deservong of mention. My list includes only local productions, only full-length shows. We’ve had some very good one-act festivals; Bleacher Bums is an unifying factor for four anders.

Springfield was established as a trading post in 1636. When the Juryea Motor Line began running in 1860, it was the easternmost stop on the line. Springfield has several museums, plus the Clark University Art Gallery, which houses memorabilia of pioneer rocketeer in America. It has been involved in music or dancing. While not noted for straight gourmet dining, one can’t go wrong at El Monico, which serves Middle Eastern food.

The Queen Mary “MEAT PACKERS” as they appear every Tuesday at 8 and 11pm.

The best part of being a theatre critic is being a theatre critic. I can put up with my friend Michael and his critical sugar-snap sweetcorn, once in awhile, and with those short, bearded men from another planet. My pick for the week after Christmas is The Belle of Amherst, Latina as produced by the Stanislavsky Theatre. The best part of being a theatre critic is being a theatre critic. I can put up with my friend Michael and his critical sugar-snap sweetcorn, once in awhile, and with those short, bearded men from another planet.

Yesterday was my birthday, and I was in Boston, where I live, which is the best place to be... But I have to give my nod to the Mailbox, which attracts a hot looking crowd. Located about two blocks apart, they are the Mailbox Club in town, the Frontier Diner at 19 Pearl Street is the busiest spot. I, of course, prefer the new high-rise Marriott Hotel, which is not only plush, but also conveniently located near the best bars, baths and book stores throughout America. Or send $9 for your copy (which includes packing and shipping) to BOB DAMRON ENTERPRISES, INC., P.O. Box 14-077, San Francisco, CA 94114.
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FRANK TETI

Frank Teti is the star of his productions which includes the photographing of stars and celebrities. He has earned his international reputation as a photographer through his talented capturing of personalities like Sophia Loren; Barbara Streisand; Elizabeth Taylor and Ann-Margret. To be so young and have done so much can be explained by the fact that he has been at it since he sold his first photograph of Carol Burnett to Photoplay when he was only 19. Since then, he has been doing it well. His most recent work has been with the stars of the film "The Voice." He has been working on a new project with the stars of "The Voice," which is an upcoming movie. He is currently living and working in the Los Angeles area.

Photographer FRANK TETI

ELIZABETH TAYLOR

GOLDIE HAWKE

JACK NICHOLSON

CHER

JOHN TRAVOLTA
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I hope everyone had an enjoyable Christmas and new year. Everyone seems to have something special planned for New Year’s Eve and there’s no better way to kick off the New Year than to go out and have a good time.

On December 16th, the first of what is planned to be an annual event was held. The Los Angeles Gay Yankee Fraternity Annual Band held an award banquet. The awards were presented to members of the band. The band was recognized for its outstanding performance throughout the year. The awards were presented by the band’s leadership and included the following: First Place in the Annual Band Competition, Second Place in the Annual Band Competition, and Third Place in the Annual Band Competition. The banquet was held at the VFW Post 777 in Los Angeles. The event was attended by over 200 people and was a great success.

The 14th annual Maggie Awards, “The Gay Academy Awards of Los Angeles” is being held on Saturday, January 26th. The event will be held at the Boardwalk Bar in Los Angeles. The event will feature a variety of performances, including a drag show, a burlesque performance, and a comedy act. The event will also feature a variety of awards, including the Maggie Award for Best Drag Act, the Maggie Award for Best Burlesque Performer, and the Maggie Award for Best Comedian.

For a full list of events and activities planned for the new year, check out the official website of the Los Angeles Gay Yankee Fraternity Annual Band. The website includes a calendar of events, a list of awards recipients, and a directory of local bars and clubs.

Looking for something to do this winter? Check out the Los Angeles Gay Yankee Fraternity Annual Band’s Facebook page for updates on upcoming events and activities. The band is always looking for new members, so come and join us for a great time!
FOR SALE

Barriss Ball Bond
Don't Perish in Jail - Call Barriss for Bail
Jerry Barriss
24 Hours
989-2811
869 Bryant St. • San Francisco

FOR SALE

VICTORIAN
ITALIANATE HOUSE

In the upper east side of San Francisco, this
four-story Italianate Victorian has been
recently restored. It features five bedrooms,
three bathrooms, an elevator, and an
original fireplace. The house is
surrounded by beautiful gardens and
is located near major transportation
routes. For more information, please
contact Tom at 624-3278.

SUPER HUNG
DOMINANT HOT STUD

PLAYFUL PERSONALITY- EXCLUSIVELY for those want¬
ing a man.
DEREK (415) 928-4255
Leading San Francisco Model/Escort

THE JAGUAR
Book Store Open 11 a.m. to 2 a.m. Seven Days A Week.

TUESDAYS $3.50 BSSEXUAL BOGGIE NO MEMBERSHIP

SUTRO BATH HOUSE • 1013 FOLSOM ST. • 926-9444
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The cast of 20 men includes: “Just Blonds” Stars Scorpio and Ken Carter • “Blueboy’s” Steve York and Paolo • “Fire Island Fever” Stars Garry Hunt and John Carlo Scorpio’s Identical Twin Scorpio II • Bob Damon • And New Stars Ivan, Johnny Apollo and the Incredible Yogi Rama

Directed by Jack Deveau Peter de Rome Tom DeSimone

A Hand in Hand Films Production X-Rated • Color • All Male Cast